The best way to incentivize:
give a trip to paradise

Iberostar Corporate Incentives

Whether you want to reward top performers, build loyalty, or motivate employees, Iberostar's reward
program gives the exclusive opportunity to award a notable employee or a distinguished client an
all-inclusive stay in Mexico or the Caribbean starting at $660 per couple. In today’s climate, there’s no better
way to provide well-deserved recognition than with a safe, all-inclusive travel experience to the most
beautiful beaches in the world.
• Reward top performers or clients with a luxury tropical getaway
• Give each recipient the flexibility to choose the date of their choice
• Control your budget by choosing between 3, 4, 5 and 7 nights stays
• Choose from adults-only options to family suitable settings
• Provide a reward that offers the strictest safety and hygiene measures to create a once-in-a-lifetime
vacation experience
• Simple to integrate into current incentive travel budgets
• Experiences can be enhanced with spa services and golf

For more information visit
www.iberostarmeetings.us/corporateincentives
Terms & Conditions: Minimum purchase of ten (10) certificates required. The certificate is valid for a fixed number of room nights at participating Iberostar hotels (as
defined below) and is good through 2021 or 2022 depending on package purchased. The certificate is not returnable, refundable or redeemable for cash, and may not be
resold or transferred for value. The certificate shall be applied towards the cost of eligible bookings. For a list of participating hotels in Mexico (Cancun, Riviera Maya,
Puerto Vallarta), the Dominican Republic (Punta Cana) and Jamaica (Montego Bay), visit www.iberostarmeetings.us/corporateincentives. Redemption of the certificate
may not be combined with any other gift card, certificates, tour packages, conventions, or special rate programs and may not be applied to prior stays. Void where
prohibited by law. The certificate and the corresponding terms & conditions are governed by the laws of the State of Florida without regard to its choice of law
principles. Additional restrictions apply. For complete terms & conditions, visit www.iberostarmeetings.us/corporateincentives.

